Care of the horse’s foot

Can you name the parts of the hoof?

- Coronet
- InSensitive laminae
- Periople
- White line
- Sensitive laminae
- InSensitive horny sole
- Pedal bone
- Short pastern
- Digital cushion
- Navicular bone
- Sensitive sole
Care of the horse’s foot

Can you name the parts of the underneath of the horse’s hoof?

- Bulb of heel
- Seat of corn
- White line
- Wall of hoof
- Heel
- Frog
- Point of frog
- Sole
- Toe
Bridle
Can you name the parts of the bridle?

- Headpiece
- Brow band
- Cheek piece
- Nose band
- Throat lash
- Bit
- Reins